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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Songs of Prosperity DLC contains 3 new songs, totaling almost 10 minutes, composed by the talented
Andreas Waldetoft. Listen to these songs while playing as a Republic.

 A Tuscan Night
 Florence
 A Ballad for Maria
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Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7
Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:2 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard
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This game would be okay If we were still living in the year 1997. But we don´t, so just walk along.. The real 2Fast2Furious.
Accidently got this from a bundle, wish I didn't. No premise, unresponsive (and unsatsifying) controls,  lazy graphics  "retro art
style", meh soundtrack, uninspired dialogue, too much time waiting around for obstacles/platforms to loop around. So far, the
only fun part has been the pure platforming aspect while dodging multiple enemies, but then it quickly went back to force-
feeding its underdeveloped gimmick. Don't waste your time on this trash no matter what the price is.. Opinion - (positive)
This is a very good game, the art style i really like reminds me of dont starve. The game does not really hold your hand through
the game expect the tutorial but even then the tutorial is basicly run here run there. Even though there is no auto save (which for
once I actually like for some reason) there are plenty of save points, so use them cus you could lose alot of progress

The grind
there is alot less grinding in this game than some others but of couse you still need to do it. The game also encourages you to not
grab every reasoures in the game as some do spoil. (takes like a 1-2 days ingame to spoil)

The smoke
I love this idea in this game it actually makes the game much more fun as early on its hard kill stuff in it (monsters get harder to
kill) also its frequent enough that you dont worry about having to grind hard for the monsters

Controls
for me the controls are simple yet, I do wish i could change them. W,A,S,D/arrowkeys to move or left click with mouse. right
click or attack/R interact with the world left click/E

WARNING THERE IS NO AUTO SAVE FEATURE SO U HAVE TO MANUALLY SAVE I LEARNED THAT THE
HARD WAY. Pros:
-Zone control hero unit
-Brings new gameplay options and tactical approaches to the table
-Probably the best ranged unit for the Sisters
-Minefields are fun

Cons:
-Immersion-breaking; this hero was obviously meant as a Mercenary hero, but was added to the Sisters as well
-Feels slightly overpowered next to the other hero unit options, particuarly at the start of the game
-$2 for one unit seems like a money-grab

Overall: So I take issue with spending money on unlocking a single unit. But the unit itself is a lot of fun to play, It's
worth buying if you enjoy the base game and have nothing else to do with your two dollars. Making bombs and
watching enemies run the gauntlet of exploding traps is, well, a blast, and the smuggler is versatile enough to fit into
most warbands, regardless of composition. In fact, that versatility makes them a better choice in many cases. They
don't break the game, but they do feel a bit more powerful than the other "hero" options.

If you're hesitant, wait for a sale. The unit is fun and comes with some amusing gimmicks, but is also entirely
unnecessary to enjoy the base game to the fullest.

Bottom LIne: Worth it if you like the base game.. Girlfriend Rescue. I like the atmosphere and graphics
While some dislike the 4:3 aspect ratio and big pixels, I think that it adds to the nostalgic/retro horror feel
It's great that the developer is still actively developing the game
Though, all the mechanics are only explained in a help menu, that's painful to read and some menus are kind of
confusing as well

For 2€, I like this game, but I think the developer should add proper tutorials and better explanations once the game
comes out of early access
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Can be slow and wiki needing, but very rewarding. Lots of fun.. I found Under Leaves to be a pleasant casual hidden-object
game. It might have taken me about an hour to play though 20 levels, so it isn't very long. Unlike some other hidden-object-type
games, each level requires you to look for a set amount of one specific object, with variations in color only. This can sometimes
be very difficult; I spent some levels searching a long time for the last item I needed, but others were finished up very easily.
There is no storyline in the typical sense, and the art style is very pleasing and atmospheric, with a soothing soundtrack. This is a
short, relaxing game I'd recommend for the experience if you're looking for something inexpensive to buy, but once you've
played it through there isn't much point to playing it again.. The concept for the game is solid, but the execution is troublesome.
Of course it's been said before that there is no tutorial. You will just lose a bunch of game until you catch up. Even the in-game
help is only partly correct and has omissions. Certain powers are simply not explained. Even when overring over some cards,
you get the explanation for another power instead (agile instead of dodge, terrify and siphon not explained, etc.)

Progression is a lie.
Some cards and game mode are locked behind hours of repetitive gameplay. Leveling gives you booster, but you cannot use
these cards anywhere other than Hardcode mode (unlocked at level 20) and they are all single use (removed from your
collection after one game).

Add to that random game breaking bug (cannot end turn), no gameplay options (faster animation) or skip button for the end
phase (Fallen can gain more fury per turn for excess fury, but you have to click manually hundreds of time, per turn, if the game
gets too long).

Multiple bugs were only apparent after 3 hours of gameplay, so outside the refund windows. Buy at your own risk.
. totally crap!!!!!. I'd visited Twitch streams of the dev programming and testing out this game and so my expectations from
seeing it in action were very high. When the day finally arrived that the game was out, I'd tackled it in the store immediately.
With my hands on the controls, I'd experienced the feel of them for myself. They're incredibly smooth and the gravity on the
character feels spot on! A nice weight to him, not too slow and even the ability to make him shoot ahead even faster with the
space key! Not to mention that the subtle manipulation of trajectory allowed by the WASD keys really made landing some of
the trickier jumps a bit easier. You also get two jumps to correct mistakes and reach higher platforms. But that doesn't mean
there isn't a challenge. No! This game is so sweet and simple with enough in it for higher level play that anyone can pick it up,
but the challenge can be found! The stages have plenty of hazards and timing and accuracy based jumps that will test your
gravity platforming skills! Some of them I'd had myself a bit of a panic as I'd just missed shots by a hair... or an entire horse.
Sometimes I'd have myself a jump from the tension in some stages! Especially the mid to later ones! And a sweet surprise to me
was that I'd found the water levels in this game to be very enjoyable, unique and relaxing! You know, those levels you usually
want to drown yourself after playing? Well, this game doesn't have one of those nightmares! Which brings up the next bit I have
to say!

A major point of the charm for the game that I'd personally been enthralled with all the while playing it is the atmosphere it has.
From the very beginning the opening cinematic gave off a very nice and simple charm to it that is even a bit reminiscent to a
storybook. Then after a brief chat with Santa that I'd found comical, the first level begins. It's cold and mysterious with a dark
gloom and shining glimmers here and there. The music compliments this scenery perfectly! It sounds like a grand adventure
awaits just outside of the caves you explore at the start! The very following stage, you get hit in the face with charm as you leap
about the snowy tundra and a super catchy tune which calls to mind something you'd hear in a Mario title begins to play! Even in
just writing this review I'd opened up the game to experience these stages so I could describe them to their best and I'd easily
gotten caught up playing through the first level and found it tough to let it be and get back to writing. Not to mention too that I'd
started humming along to the soundtrack a few times myself both now and in the past. I'd easily gotten caught up playing this
game through nearly twice over and I'm looking forward to sharing it with my sister and her family.

I have a feeling my Mario and Kirby adoring nephew is going to just love to try Snowball out for himself. Then after I'll likely
hear him chatter on about Snowball again and again! I'm betting this is going to be a great game to play with them and we'll have
ourselves plenty of laughs as we watch each other fail at those tricky jumps! This game really is such a nice callback to the
feeling of playing a Mario or Kirby game but with its own unique twist given the special controls featured where you fling the
snowball all about the map rather than have a free run to and fro. Maybe a bit like Kirby Canvas Curse in presentation, but still,
that doesn't quite cover it. I'd highly recommend giving it a swing for yourself just to see what I'm talking about!

As for the settings, you get to see an icy tundra, a beach side full of bombs and even a factorial setting! But I'd definitely
recommend seeing the surprises you'll have later on for yourself! The extra stages were the places where the real skills needed to
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be busted out! Not to mention that the bosses appearing at area endings were quite snappy and quick. Some keep you on your
toes very well! Some are even surprisingly eerie! It's like a mix between winter, summer and Halloween given those moments!
Which also brings up the sprite work! Really nice and charming with something like an SNES aesthetic to it. You got yourself
some wandering demon types that work as the main mooks at the start, then you even have some shuffling penguins that bounce
you about and off of platforms if you're not careful! Some spiders grab poor Snowball and tug him up to the ceiling! There is a
nice variety overall to the tone, sound and environments you traverse!

Really, the only real downer I can see is that I want to play even more! I'm looking forward to an expansion to this game in the
future and I hope that wish will become a reality. Even then, I want to play another Snowball title someday in the future which
improves even further upon the already stellar mechancis utilized here. If this was the 90's where Sega did what Nintendon't, I'm
betting Snowball would absolutely fit in with the likes of the platformer mascots you'd seen then. And for certain, he'd be one
that you'd remember the face of anywhere! That's Snowball! What good memories!

To get across my opinions on Snowball: this game is so worth getting for yourself and it's an experience you should really bask
in. Have fun with it like the games from the good old platformer days! I absolutely say go for it and give it a play!. Fantastically
fun. I was immediately hooked. The play is just like any classic shootemup.. Very nice concept for a VR game and you can play
it with up to 5 Players in one game.. Pajama Sam's Sock Works - Raymond KT

Honestly any of the legendary Pajama Sam games are worth buying, installing and playing. Pamela Adlons voice acting is fluent
and excellent. Thought provoking, moving and heart touching. My life was touched as a child and I hope yours was too. Well, I
mean obviously it was that\u2019s why you\u2019re here reading my review. I honestly have no idea what to say, so im just
going to copy and paste some other reviews and say it\u2019s mine.

Pajama Sam put on his glorious red cape, and ran under his bed to find lost goods. After arriving under his bed, they were
suddenly in a river. Sam leapt onto a boat, and then a wonderful German voice greeted me. After this point, my 32-core, 50 TB
computer with 24 GTX 780 Ti's with Liquid Nitrogen cooling seemed to be having a panic. Weird sounds began to spew out,
and then... BANG. My computer exploded, caught fire, and died. It had seemed like Pajama Sam had destroyed my computer
with its sheer minimal requirements. I still know the glory of Pajama Sam today.. Brilliant adventure game and hilarious all the
way through.
Much in the vein of the Broken Sword trilogy.
Highly recommended if you like adventure games.
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